
Build proposals 
that impress 
and win
Boost business productivity while improving the customer 
experience, with a simple solution for creating, sending, 
tracking and e-Signing proposals that will reduce time 
spent on manual tasks and administrative work.



Automate proposals and close more deals

Impress prospects 
and gain a competitive edge
Forget boring sales proposals. Count on PandaDoc for on-point 
branding and enhanced collateral that will separate your 
business from the pack. Customize dynamic templates and 
embed photos as well as videos. All while using unique layouts 
to capture attention.

Simplify your sales process 
and reduce manual tasks
Stop wasting time on paperwork, copying data between 
systems, uploading docs into emails and chasing signatures. 
We help you cut preparation time so you can spend more time 
with customers and prospects.



Keep data consistent 
without jumping between apps
Connect every part of your business with integrations that 
simplify your entire document work�low. Populate proposals 
automatically with prospect data, set a prioritized signing 
order, send reminders and access any document from within 
your CRM.

Drive growth by knowing 
where you stand
Close more deals through improved pipeline visibility and 
understanding the engagement level of your proposals. Powerful 
analytics let you see if your proposal was opened, viewed, or 
completed, helping you �ind bottlenecks and alerting you when it's 
time to act.



“Our professional presentation, and 
consistent process, with PandaDoc has 
increased close rates by 20 to 30%.”

Bene�its

Win more deals 
and minimize errors

Make sure your brand is 
re�lected at the most important 
point of the sales process

Save more time across 
Sales and Ops teams

Use a single, convenient tool for 
proposals, quotes and e-Signatures

Gain deeper insights into 
your pipeline and forecasts 
while understanding all 
aspects of every deal

Collect payments directly 
from your proposals

Find out why our customers 
count on PandaDoc

VP of Sales
Marketron

See how powerful 
proposals can be
Put PandaDoc to work and give your bids the 
winning edge. 
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